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<1>Case I.4  

<2>A Public Sociology for Post-industrial Fife 
 

Paul Gilfillan 

 

<1>Introduction 
Having been an associate member of the Workers’ Educational Association (WEA) from 

attending WEA courses when conducting research into the politicisation of Scottish 

national identity (Gilfillan 2014), the WEA seemed an ideal public to partner with in light 

of Burawoy’s (2005) call for sociologists to engage with the likes of church groups,  the 

labour movement and the working class. When going to meet with the WEA Education 

Development Manager for Fife (‘Maesie’) at her Lumphinnans office in March 2017, it 

seemed appropriate to park in Gagarin Way opposite the WEA office as this street 

name indicated the previous industrial era when this former ‘pit village’ had earned the 

local nickname ‘Little Moscow’ thanks to a Communist tradition strong enough to have 

streets named after heroes of the Soviet Union. However, in light of nineteen-eighties 

de-industrialisation and the flight of private capital from the central Fife corridor from 

Buckhaven and Methil in the East to Ballingry and Lochore in the West, Burawoy’s 

question ‘are there any publics out there?’ (in Tamdgidi, 2008: 140) was a topic I 

wanted to explore with Maesie.  

 

Paul: Does the WEA struggle for local publics? 

Maesie: One of the biggest challenges for the WEA is the fact that we are still a very, 

very traditional organisation; still trying to work to fairly traditional values and 

aspirations. An yet society is movin on all the time. And so the models and the 

approaches that we used even twenty years ago are no really relevant any more. So 

one of the things that we’re having to do, and we absolutely sit doon an talk about this 

regularly, is how do we make ourselves  more relevant to people in the way that people 

live and work and move around now, because we believe that the content of the 

education that we offer is still relevant.  

Paul: What are the values of the WEA? Is it empowerment via education? 
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Maesie: Absolutely! We talk about ‘social purpose’ education; which means that 

anything we are delivering is about enabling people to think very, very critically about 

their situations. About the things that impact on their lives. So it’s no just a case of 

comin an doing a creative writin class because that’s something yer interested in. We’ll 

actually use that as the tool, or the enabler, to get people to start to think aboot some of 

the issues that impact on their lives; whether that’s poverty, or whether that’s drugs and 

alcohol. 

Paul: How do you get people through the door of the WEA?  

Maesie: A lot of what Ah’ve been doin in Fife is engagin wi community workers who are 

on the ground and actually people who work with community and voluntary 

organisations. So ma job is persuading them that the education we’ve got to offer is 

relevant to the people they’re workin with. An actually that’s harder than ye would think. 

Because Community Work has changed so much over the years as well. And one of the 

biggest challenges we’ve got noo is that the majority of Community Work is aboot gettin 

people into employment. It’s not about education! It’s about getting them into work! An 

something that Ah discovered the other day there, you know I wrangle with this all of the 

time, I get really frustrated at times, but community workers no longer see the work the 

WEA does as bein relevant. When Ah went into Community Work and people before 

me, the majority of the people were community activists, they were political activists, 

they were trade union activists, and they’ve got this degree, this professional 

qualification that enabled them to take on paid work; that allowed them to do even more 

with the passion and the enthusiasm that they have.  I feel now, and Ah’m sure there’s 

people that would argue this, it has become very much a professional career. 

Paul: As opposed to a vocation for social and political change? 

Maesie: Yes.  

Paul: Can you give me an example of where you have sat in front of a community 

education worker and you’ve thought ‘Man, we are totally on different pages.’  

Maesie: Oh! Too many examples! Ah mean for a start, the majority of them they’d never 

heard e the WEA before. Ah mean at one time that would have been unheard of. You 

know community workers would just know who this organisation was, and what it done 

and what it stood for. That’s why I was talking about educating them aboot who we are, 
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and how our education is different from the mainstream adult education that a lot of 

them are being asked to deliver which is all about employability skills. An a lot e them 

jist dinnae seem to get the whole thing about democracy an active citizenship. They jist 

don’t see it at all.  

  

Maesie (born 1968, from Ballingry, graduated in 1999) embodies what might be 

described as the Old Left’s ‘longing for total revolution’ (Boltanski, 2002) and in the 

interview extract above we see her struggling to reconcile herself to the 1980s/1990s 

which inter alia saw the radical decline among a new generation of community workers 

of the credibility of the once-mainstream goal of re-organising society and economy 

along the lines of socialism or some form of collectivism. Maesie clearly wants a model 

of emancipation that is about much more than employability, but not only community 

workers but the main funders of WEA Fife (Fife Council) and the leadership of WEA 

Scotland have adapted to the new post-industrial era which has seen the triumph of 

neo-liberalism and the failure of the Old Left project. Attending WEA Scotland’s Annual 

General Meeting in December 2017 and leafing through the glossy WEA Scotland 

Annual 2015 Report, an emphasis upon employability is clearly highlighted, with the 

Director of WEA Scotland citing ‘education focused on employability’ as the primary 

goal of how the WEA makes an impact in people’s lives through its educational 

activities; and how: ‘This year, we formed an excellent relationship and benefitted 

greatly from sponsorship and partnership with Scottish Widows–Lloyds Banking Group. 

The impact for students of Scottish Widows volunteers giving them additional support 

whilst engaged in WEA employability programmes has been outstanding’ (WEA 

Scotland, 2015: 1). 

 

While courses that involve ‘working towards qualifications in Employability and 

Wellbeing at SCQF level 3’ are a good thing insofar as becoming literate and numerate 

is indeed empowering, and while one can wholeheartedly agree with the Director that 

the WEA’s work has ‘achieved transformational outcomes,’ it seems the WEA’s model 

of empowerment - in light of no other paths to liberation being spelled out – sits 

comfortably alongside a neoliberal model insofar as the education that delivers 
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transformational outcomes is one that integrates its students into the market. The 

leadership of the WEA, then, has pragmatically recognised that an earlier rhetoric of 

social revolution via education is more distant and utopian than ever, and this 

development is clearly at odds with Maesie’s conviction that ‘one of the biggest 

challenges we’ve got noo is that the majority of community work is…not about 

education! It’s about getting them into work.’ 

 

Education for What & for Whom (after the ‘Social Question’ has been solved)? 

On 5 July 2017 a roundtable discussion among WEA Fife members and stakeholders 

was held at the Benarty Centre with the remit of the day spelled out in a handout given 

to attendees: 

 

As a partner / supporter / advocate / contributor to the WEA in Fife currently or in the 

past, we would like to invite you to take part in a roundtable to enable you to contribute 

to discussion about the WEA’s continuing role in the provision of adult education in Fife. 

 

Maesie’s opening words to the gathered audience were: “I believe the WEA is as 

relevant today as ever as the largest national provider of adult education,” and she 

proceeded to detail WEA Fife literacy programmes, the range of SQA qualifications 

available, how and where the WEA in Fife is delivering IT skills to pensioners and 

others, outlined WEA courses aimed at developing ‘skills for reminiscence,’ 

‘mindfulness,’ ‘human rights’ and ‘all kinds of invisible disabilities’ before concluding with 

a run-through of aims and goals such as ‘addressing inequality,’ ‘combatting health 

inequalities,’ ‘combatting social exclusion’ and ‘promoting active citizenship.’ After this 

opening presentation a members-only discussion followed so the Fife Council 

representatives (i.e. funders) and WEA staff left the room so members and tutors could 

talk freely. As a newly active member I quickly learned this event was the first of its kind, 

with one female member telling the group: “The members [of the WEA] never meet. I 

don’t know what’s going on in the WEA. I’ve no idea what the range of provision is. I’ve 

never received a list of classes or whatnot from the WEA in Fife. I wasn’t asked what I’m 

interested in; if I’d like to be a tutor.” At this, one of the tutors present told the group: 
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“This is the first time we tutors have met;” followed by one of the Fife committee 

members telling the group: “The Fife WEA committee isn’t allowed to know who its 

members are. So no wonder we can’t communicate with them!” 

 

In light of Maesie’s misgivings highlighted earlier in the interview extract, the question 

uppermost in my mind at the roundtable as a professional sociologist was, if adult 

education is not only for employability, then what else is it for and for whom is it aimed, 

as my own view is that insofar as the arrival of material affluence to West European 

working classes during the period 1950-1973 (Toniolo, 1998) means the nineteenth-

century ‘social problem’ has largely been solved, the WEA, to remain mainstream in its 

appeal, must align itself with the post-material cultural issues that impact the lives of 

their local publics; must follow its target audience and perform a turn to culture if it is to 

provide a post-material ‘liberation through culture’ paradigm in its adult education 

programmes. It seems clear that, if democratic election results are a guide to how 

content (or otherwise) ‘the people’ are, little remains of the Old Left’s longing for total 

revolution, and so the New Left has shifted its focus to the realm of culture, with the 

‘social carrier’ of this New Left being largely middle class activists appealing to largely 

middle class publics and causes (identity politics, environmental movements). A task for 

the WEA, then, in areas of de-industrialisation that have very high SIMD (Scottish Index 

of Multiple Deprivation) rankings is to make the same shift of focus to culture but identify 

a different cultural project. However, while Maesie wants to make the WEA relevant 

again and affirms this issue is endlessly discussed as a priority, the following exchange 

reveals there has been little engagement by Fife WEA with the transformative 

politicisation of culture and nationality that has been on-going in Scotland for a 

generation and more.     

 

Paul: I wanted to ask how the never-ending constitutional question that defines Scotland 

today impacts the WEA. I mean would there be somebody sitting there saying ‘Look, 

we’re gonna have to harness this whole thing at some level, because whether you 

agree with it or not, this nationalism is driving us someplace,’ you know? I mean the 
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whole energy generated by the 2014 Referendum, has the WEA said to itself, ‘Right. 

We’re gonnae have to respond’? 

Maesie: No. No. If I’m being honest. There hasn’t been that conversation at all. No. 

Paul: That surprises me.  

Maesie: I know.  

Paul: I’d have thought you’d’ve been all ready to jump on it and say we’ll use this as … 

Maesie: We’ve got quite an unusual set up and it’s actually something that our new 

Director when he came into post last summer picked up on immediately, was that we’ve 

got these six regional offices across Scotland, an there’s very little commonality in terms 

of what they do and what they focus on.  

Paul: So there’s political education but there’s no constitutional question, which is the 

big political thing? 

Maesie: Well, the thing for me is it’s there on the table wi me driving it. But as I said 

when we started this conversation, the big challenge for me is gettin the community 

workers out there in the community to understand that these things are important and 

that we are in a position to deliver them. And that’s the thing I was saying to you, a lot of 

the community workers are not interested in having that conversation.  

Paul: Can you by-pass them? As the WEA can you say clearly there’s a space or an 

appetite to discuss these things? 

Maesie: For me, going back to what Ah’ve said about community workers, a lot e them 

are gatekeepers in their communities that they work in as well, and that’s why I’ve 

wanted to get them on side.  

Paul: Do you sometimes think in the middle of the night ‘Oh God! I’m just no getting 

anywhere wi this social worker,’ who just doesn’t get it? 

Maesie: Yeah! It’s incredibly, incredibly frustrating. I spend probably every day thinking 

there must an easier way to crack this. But I think there isnae! There’s so many things 

that have changed and continues to change. 

  

I propose that the extraordinary situation of avoiding the constitutional question referred 

to by Maisie above is a ‘blood relative’ of a deeper ambivalence vis-à-vis Scottish 

culture; something that was highlighted again when interviewing the chairman of the 
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Fife WEA area committee in January 2018 when he informed me: “The WEA the noo 

nationally is a melting pot. We no longer have a Scottish identification although we are 

tryin to keep a Scottish identification.” While Maesie alludes to standing frustrations 

such as relying on gatekeepers to access local publics, I would speculate in light of the 

failure to anticipate and ally with the New Scotland discourse whether Maesie (and the 

WEA) is stuck in an obsolete model of liberation-via-education; in a pre-devolution, 

industrial-era universalist (and Scottish-less) model of adult empowerment that has 

failed to deconstruct and re-invent itself and align with post-1980s/1990s political, 

economic and cultural conditions; and so offers a model of liberation that will only 

appeal to that fraction of the working class that failed to make the transition to affluence, 

privatism, consumerism and culture, and so offers little to most of the local working 

class population/public.  

 

Shortly after meeting with Maesie I interviewed an Edinburgh-based WEA office-bearer 

where we discussed the possibility of collaborating in the development and delivery of a 

WEA course in Fife.  At this meeting in August 2018 I learned that Fife WEA had 

secured a service agreement with Fife Council which meant funding for another three 

years to deliver courses for isolated learners and the unemployed, with a focus on 

mental health, creative writing and building confidence and self-esteem. When turning 

to the topic of WEA Fife delivering Political Literacy workshops, I began by asking:  

 

Paul: What is your working model of liberation? And how is that reflected in the 

courses? At the Benarty round table [July 2017] I got no sense whatsoever of what the 

model for empowerment via education of the WEA is; I mean this whole thing about 

empowerment via political education. At the Benarty meeting I just couldn’t see it. Didn’t 

hear it being articulated. 

Alan: You’re absolutely right to pinpoint the fact that we’re a bit kind of nebulous at the 

moment. We’re a bit, we don’t have a clear enough vision on all that in my opinion you 

know; that’s absolutely the case. But what we can’t be seen to be doing is to be 

favouring a political party or a political stance because we are a non-political, non-

religious organisation. 
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Paul: Tell me how that works, being a non-political organisation if your speciality is 

workers’ education and delivering political literacy? Surely you are [politically] Left? 

Alan: Most of the staff are certainly. But we’re reliant on public funding as well, so we 

need to be careful about what we’re saying in case all of a sudden it gets stopped 

because maybe somebody doesn’t like our views on things. So you have to be to a 

large extent apolitical. 

Paul: My analysis as a sociologist would be that once upon a time the WEA had a 

tremendous social and class function; providing adult education. But now that the State 

heavily invests in adult education it seems to have stolen your function and audience. I 

mean now there’s no mention of class. No mention of workers. So there seems to be 

confusion as to what the purpose, function and audience of the WEA is. When I’ve 

interviewed WEA staff they voice frustration that Community Education workers in Fife 

just don’t get the WEA raison d’ être. But my analysis wonders if it’s the WEA that 

doesn’t get it; if it’s the WEA that doesn’t have a theory of empowerment of a largely 

affluent working class anymore. I mean does the WEA have a product to offer the 

ordinary working class person? 

Alan: What I’d say is funding is such an issue that to stay running we need to make sure 

that we have money coming in. So that might mean some of the time we’re doing 

courses to people who are not our target audience, but we’re using that money to 

deliver other types of stuff as well. 

 

Despite administrative burdens of WEA managers such as the continual need to apply 

for funding and ‘never-ending’ report-writing for funders, Alan clearly wants to respond 

to his ‘target audience’ and so the fundamental issues of social class remains central 

not only to the good work of the WEA, but remains a key analytical category for 

sociology. The task of thinking the post-industrial working class in terms of their relation 

to the economy where they experience subordination to other social actors who enjoy 

different and better-rewarded positions remains key, then, to both the sociological 

imagination and the WEA. However, the post-industrial working class insofar as it is a 

potential public for the WEA is unlike their industrial forefathers as they no longer live a 

vital and visceral relationship to economic production because they no longer directly 
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produce commodities sold for profit to enrich a capitalist owner, and so no longer see 

themselves principally through the ‘mirror of production’ (Baudrillard, 1975). If we look at 

this potential working-class public through the mirror of (Scottish) culture, however, a 

new post-industrial terrain for class analysis and adult education opens up insofar as 

this class lives a subordinate relationship to the production and consumption of culture, 

so that to not be ‘a bit kind of nebulous’ the WEA might explore and develop an adult 

education that asks whether their local publics occupy a position of subordination in the 

realm of representations and the symbolic realm, and whether there is a specifically 

Scottish/Fife component to this relationship to culture and representation that can be 

explored and brought to consciousness via adult education as a basis for (cultural) 

agency and action.  

 

<2>Education for Cultural Struggle / Inclusion 
The topic of how the relationship to culture is integral to understanding the post-

industrial class condition emerged after reflecting on Maesie’s description of a WEA 

project that involved working with poor women. 

 

A piece of work we did in Inverkeithing was very interesting. There’s a community 

worker down in the South-West Fife area, the West Fife villages right up tae Dalgety 

Bay. Applied theatre’s one of her passions. So she done a piece of work wi a group e 

women from Fraser Avenue in Inverkeithing. Now that area is kind e notorious. It’s got a 

reputation an it’s bein pulled doon at the moment. That whole area. Jist like they did wi 

Rosewell Drive in Lochore. An it’s bein rebuilt by a housin association. So both the 

Council and the housin association both claim to have been consultin wi the community. 

An of course the community are caught in the middle e that. ‘We’ve nae idea whit’s 

gaune oan. Naebdy’s tellin us.’ Ah mean they’re real Fifers. They’re really broad. So 

Theresa as their community worker wanted tae explore that wi them. An it’s very much 

on a simple level; the language that’s bein used was way beyond anything these 

women understood. Single parents wi kids in the flats doon there. So Theresa used 

applied theatre as an approach to start to get them to think about some of the issues 

that impact on them. They done a few performances but they done a really interesting 
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one on housin. It was brilliant. But the WEA was asked to go in on the back of these 

performances an do some work wi them around democracy and active citizenship. And 

a couple of our tutors went in an we briefed them. ‘This will be very, very basic level. 

These people have not been engaged in anything political.’ But even they were amazed 

at how little these people were engaged, and how little they understood. An it was very 

much back to basics. Explaining a lot e the words that we take for granted an use all the 

time in daily life. They jist didnae understand them. They knew nothing about politics. 

Not one of them had ever voted in their life before. But one of the other things that came 

out of doing that piece of work wi them was also that they understood nothin about 

Scottish culture. And they understood nothing about Scottish history either. So that all 

came out in the weeks that we worked with them. I don’t know how it came aboot. There 

was some question about Scottish history and they could identify wi William Wallace 

because of the Braveheart film, and they were able to identify wi Mary Queen of Scots 

because she was held locally, and that was the level of their knowledge aboot Scottish 

history. And when there was a bit e exploring aboot Scottish culture they didn’t even 

know what they were bein asked. So we were astounded. An that’s only one small 

group e women in one street in one community in Fife. Ah’m sure you could take that 

same conversation tae many, many other groups in other streets and other communities 

in Fife and ye’d find exactly the same thing. An Ah think that’s the crux e where we are 

as a people.      

 

<2>Discussion 
Reflecting on Maesie’s testimony, I propose that a route to renewing the relevance of 

WEA Fife might can be built on an analysis of there being two different publics: firstly, 

there is a public characterized by the level of estrangement from culture alluded to by 

Maesie above, whereby this condition of cultural poverty is submerged and invisible to 

those living this condition, and brings to mind Noble’s (1982: 90) description of the 

challenge of cultural revival faced by Muir and MacDiarmid in the 1920s as “akin with 

that faced by Christ with Lazarus.” Secondly, in light of the rise of nationalism at the 

ballot box and the widespread discourse of Scots suffering a representational deficit in 

terms of the State’s public broadcasting service, for example, there is a public that is 
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angry and is conscious of suffering the cultural injustice of insufficient cultural 

representation as a result of others exercising more control and having greater access 

to the British and Scottish public realms of representation than they do.  

 

Furthermore, if there is within the WEA a reticence to engage with the constitutional 

debate, this is likely to surface in a similar reticence to engage with the meaning of 

place and locality not only in relation to the new post-industrial context, but also in the 

sense of exploring the meaning of being local, provincial and national in the new post-

industrial context. Significantly, this questioning is being carried out by Fife-based 

writers of fiction as well as sociologists and ethnographers such as Marc Augé (2009) 

who has addressed the question of modernity’s non-places while Bauman (2002) has 

written about ‘the lonely nowherevilles of liquid modernity,’ and local playwright and 

screenwriter Gregory Burke (2001) has addressed the issue of post-industrial anomie in 

Fife and playwright David Greig (in Billingham, 2007: 77) has indicated what might be 

described as a ‘public literature’ based on his experience of: 

 

Travelling through Fife and the old Scottish mining villages there and realizing that the 

trains didn’t stop there anymore – they just went whizzing by. I suddenly thought: the 

really violent places aren’t the inner cities but these deserted towns. I then tried to 

imagine myself living in them: I thought it would be intolerable. Why did these places 

exist, why did people still stay there? 

 

I propose a narrative or model for WEA Fife to frame its regional public’s cultural 

predicament or ‘the crux e where we are as a people’ (Maesie) so as to raise 

awareness of the past and present as well as current choices for the future, is the Muir-

MacDiarmid frame (see Bicket, 2017: 5) according to which Scottish culture has ‘dis-

integrated’ and declined as a result of lacking its own centre of gravity. For Edwin Muir 

(1887-1959), in the opinion of Hugh MacDiarmid, Andrew Noble and Allen Tate the 

most brilliant twentieth-century critic of Scottish literature, until the sixteenth century the 

Scots thought, wrote, spoke and felt in one language, but at the English-backed 

Protestant Reformation of 1560 and subsequent dynastic Union of Crowns in 1603 
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which saw the Scottish court leave for London, there occurred a split between the 

language in which Scottish people feel (Scots) and the language in which they write 

(English). For Muir, this ‘split’ condition (reminiscent of Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of 

habitus clivé) has had calamitous cultural consequences and has remained in place 

ever since, still describing the predicament of the Scottish writer today.  

 

The rival frame to the Muir-MacDiarmid thesis is the ‘North British Whig’ frame which 

enthusiastically reconciled itself to the end of Scotland’s distinctive and autonomous 

culture insofar as assimilation to English power and culture enriched Scotland 

economically and culturally beyond its native powers and resources. The social carrier 

of this cultural frame of Whiggery was the upper and middle classes, and it found a 

powerful ally not only in Scotland’s educational system but in the sociological 

imagination of the Scottish Enlightenment’s account of modernisation which saw 

liberation and progress in weak, backward local cultures being assimilated to vigorous 

modernising capitalist cultures. In the Scottish context, then, the extinction of the Scots 

language was justified insofar as speaking Scots in public discourse, for example, into 

the modern Anglophone era was ‘psychologically immediate but socially isolating’ 

(Geertz, 1993: 243). According to critics of this cultural frame such as Muir, 

Enlightenment figures such as Adam Smith, David Hume and Lord MacAulay were 

propagandists for a Scottish-less modernity and after the (apparently) final defeat of 

Jacobitism in 1745 as its great historical rival for imagining Scotland, this frame 

controlled how Scotland was imagined by most Scots. 

 

Muir’s account of post-sixteenth century Scottish culture borrows from Gregory Smith 

the idea of the Caledonian antisyzygy which viewed Scottish culture as ‘split’ between 

two contrasting muses: one celebrating the material and empirically existing reality, and 

another muse at home exploring the realm of fantasy. However, if by writing ‘that 

Scottish life is split in two is certain…But that it has always been split in two is false’ 

(Noble, 1982: 62) Muir identified a creative recuperation of Scotland’s pre-Calvinist past 

as the way to Scotland’s cultural healing, he was sceptical as to whether the Scots 
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language could be the linguistic medium through which that cultural resurrection could 

take place.  

 

As an organic sociologist living in one of Greig’s ‘deserted towns’ and someone who 

instantiates Muir’s predicament insofar as I speak and feel in Scots in my domestic and 

local contexts, but speak and write in English in my professional public contexts, a task 

open to me as a Public Sociologist is to help develop WEA Fife course material that 

recognises that not only is politics in Scotland divided between Left and Right and on 

the question of the politicisation of national identity, but there is a deeper long durée 

division regarding the very existence and place of Scottish culture in modernity, to the 

extent that each side of this division has its own theorists with dialectically opposed 

theories of culture and history. However, insofar as today working class Scots still speak 

a version of Scots and experience the symbolic violence and cultural exclusion from the 

English-speaking public sphere (see The Herald 1993), the predicament of a ‘split 

condition’ does not occur among many working class Scots, and so WEA Fife can draw 

upon this ‘living relic’ or pre-Calvinist ‘wholeness’ as a point of anchorage and departure 

insofar as these local publics incarnate a condition of social marginality and cultural 

integrity which can be mobilised educationally; so that the aim of empowerment via 

education can be renewed and the condition of modernity-as-antisyzygy can be 

overcome without need of the elitist path of going back to the ‘great Catholic poets using 

the Vernacular’ (MacDiarmid, in Noble, 1982: 90) as such an educational path simply 

starts with the remnants of spoken Scots and builds on this foundation. However, it 

seems likely that identifying with and mobilising this level of subalternality will come at 

the price of accusations of promoting archaism and ‘anti-employability’ (as per Geertz 

1993, p. 243).  

 

Interestingly, while Muir was directly involved in delivering Adult Education to a male 

working class public when teaching at Newbattle College in the nineteen-fifties, he had 

concluded that it would seem ‘Scotland’s historical destiny is to eliminate itself in reality, 

as it has already wellnigh eliminated itself from history and literature’ (Noble, 1982: 37). 

Muir, then, did not foresee the present-day basis upon which the long durée project of 
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resuscitating Scots culture is being built i.e. the restoration of the Scottish parliament 

after a hiatus of two hundred and ninety-two years. Because Scotland’s centre-of-

gravity has been (partially) restored, the WEA can find a new lease of life insofar as it 

responds to the challenge of providing education for cultural inclusion in this new 

context. Moreover, being mindful of Alan’s concerns regarding impartiality, WEA Fife, of 

course, need not officially adopt the Muir-MacDiarmid thesis or require it from its tutors, 

far less impose it upon its publics. Instead, it is perfectly feasible to have WEA classes 

in affluent North East Fife, for example, adopt the North British Whig theory of culture 

should this suit its tutors or middle class public, while tutors in post-industrial central Fife 

working with a different public can adopt variations of the Muir-MacDiarmid thesis. This 

pluralist position vis-à-vis culture echoes the pluralist position of Public Sociology vis-à-

vis politics insofar as it can just ‘as well support Christian Fundamentalism as it can 

Liberation Sociology or Communitarianism’ (Burawoy, 2005: 8-9). 
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